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a b s t r a c t 

Recent synchrotron X-ray measurements examined three-dimensional boundary migration during recrys- 

tallization [Scripta Mater 205 (2021) 114187]. To analyze possible correlations between grain boundary 

mobility and the observed heterogeneous boundary migration, molecular dynamics simulations were car- 

ried out. Migration of two selected boundary segments were simulated in both planar and spherical 

bicrystal atomistic models. These two segments were chosen because in the experiment one was ob- 

served to migrate much faster than the other. The simulations reveal that mobility cannot account for 

the experimentally observed heterogeneous migration. The result points to the possibility that recrystal- 

lization boundary migration strongly depends on features within the deformed microstructure. 

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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Recrystallization is one of the most effective approaches to alter 

icrostructures. The main driving force for recrystallization is the 

nergy stored in the deformed matrix [1] . When a deformed metal 

s heat-treated, new nearly defect-free grains emerge and grow to 

eplace the deformed matrix, leading to a significant change in 

rain size, morphology, and texture compared to the deformed and 

riginal states, thus changing the mechanical and physical proper- 

ies. Understanding the local mechanisms governing the boundary 

igration during recrystallization and factors influencing the mi- 

ration is of utmost scientific interest and essential for industrial 

rocessing. 

Grain boundary (GB) migration has been examined by experi- 

ental observations for more than one century [2] . During the past 

ecades, new results contradicting common wisdom have how- 

ver been reported [3–6] . Based on the development of three- 

imensional (3D) X-ray microscopy techniques, the growth of 

rains during recrystallization in bulk polycrystalline metals has 

een characterized both by in-situ and ex-situ studies [7–10] . The 

rystallographic orientations in these investigations were recorded 

or each 3D voxel with a spatial resolution in the micron to submi- 

ron scale. The full voxelized maps of microstructures revealed het- 

rogeneous growth patterns, with irregular retrusions and protru- 

ions of different amplitudes and widths. Zhang et al. [7] demon- 

trated that curvature driving and dragging forces related to sharp 
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etrusions and protrusions can play a significant role on migrating 

ecrystallization boundaries in addition to the stored energy driv- 

ng force. It has also been suggested that the size and shape of 

he retrusions and protrusions are correlated in a relatively com- 

lex way to the spatial variations of the stored energy in the de- 

ormed microstruture [7] , and that the deformation microstructure 

orphology is of key importance for recrystallization [11] . 

While GB mobility is a property known to control how fast a 

oundary will migrate during grain growth (depending upon the 

agnitude of driving force applied) [ 12 , 13 ], it is unclear how the

B mobility will affect recrystallization under the heterogeneous 

onditions provided by the deformation microstructure. Further- 

ore, understanding the intrinsic GB mobility is still complicated 

s the mobility depends on temperature and GB crystallography. 

he latter has five degrees of freedom on the mesoscale (and even 

ore on the atomic scale), and as a result, the variability of GB 

obility with GB crystallography is not well understood. 

The purpose of this paper is to use atomistic simulations to 

nderstand the role that the intrinsic GB mobility for different 

oundary plane (BP) normals may play in boundary migration dur- 

ng recrystallization. The system we have chosen is one examined 

n a recent 3D experiment [14] which reveals similar stored energy 

or a migrating and non-migrating boundary segment, but with 

ifferent BP normal and dislocation structures in front of the two 

egments. In an experiment, the influence of energy and mobil- 

ty cannot be separated. However, the combination of experiment 

nd simulation, where experimental results are used as input to 
c. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
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Fig. 1. Snapshots of the growth of the selected grain during recrystallization of a 12% cold-rolled aluminum single crystal [14] . The nucleation of the grain was stimulated 

by a hardness indent. (a) Scan0. (b) Scan1. (c) Scan2. (d) Scan3. Voxels are colored by the kernel average misorientation (KAM). 
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he simulations, allows one to interpret unambiguously the exper- 

mentally observed migration. 

As reported in detail in [14] , a well-annealed high purity alu- 

inum plate was rolled at room temperature to a thickness re- 

uction of 12%, and a Vickers hardness indent was made on one 

urface followed by an annealing treatment (335 °C for 10 min) 

o obtain an initial recrystallizing grain. The growth of this grain 

as followed during recrystallization by white-beam differential- 

perture X-ray microscopy (DAXM) in 4 scans. Fig. 1 plots snap- 

hots of the grain from scan0 to scan3, clearly revealing the hetero- 

eneous recrystallization boundary migration of different bound- 

ry segments, for which the BP normals differ significantly. Two 

oundary segments representing a migrating and a non-migrating 

oundary are identified as GB-1exp and GB-2exp, respectively, 

nd marked in Fig. 1 a–d. The voxelized data is used to calcu- 

ate the boundary parameters, i.e. , misorientations and BP orienta- 

ions. These boundaries (with misorientations of ∼20 ° and ∼15 °) 
re high angle boundaries, and their relative mobility difference 

s unknown. While GB-2exp remains stationary, GB-1exp migrates 

nd the BP normal changes from scan0 to scan1, see Fig. 2 , and

his change is considered in the simulations. 

The resolved parameters serve as input data for atomistic simu- 

ations of boundary mobility where two types of molecular dynam- 

cs (MD) models are used: one with planar bicrystal grain bound- 

ries, each with a single BP orientation, and one with spherical 

icrystal grain boundaries that simultaneously examine all possi- 

le BP orientations. 

First, as the experimentally measured misorientations in this 

tudy do not belong to any special GBs that have low- Ʃ coincidence 

ite lattice (CSL) misorientations, we identify the nearest misorien- 

ation from among all possible CSLs with � values less than 10 0 0. 

SL misorientations are used in the simulations rather than the 

easured misorientations because the use of CSLs ensures peri- 

dicity in the GB plane, allowing us to avoid the effects of free 

urfaces, which can have a dramatic effect on MD simulations. GB- 

exp and GB-2exp are most closely aligned with the �405b and 

515b CSLs, respectively. The crystallographic parameters for the 

SLs are given in Table 1 . It is noted that the rotation axis of

405b and �515b deviate 2.28 ° and 1.52 ° from the experimental 
2 
easurements, and 0.34 ° and 0.08 ° in rotation angle, respectively. 

hile not exact, the selected CSLs are close to experimental obser- 

ations and are deemed suitable for the present simulations. 

Second, we identify relevant BP orientations for the conven- 

ional planar GBs in this work to match with those identified in the 

xperiments. Two �405b GBs, named as GB-1sim-scan0 and GB- 

sim-scan1, with BP orientations of ( 169 83 55 ) and ( 661 617 565 ) 

s well as one �515b GB, named GB-2sim-scan0, with a BP ori- 

ntation of ( ̄3 14 1 ) are identified from the voxelized data. These 

P orientations are all defined relative to the coordinates of the 

ecrystallized grain though it is worth noting that these three 

P orientations defined in the BP fundamental zones [15] are 

iven as ( 65 145 115 ) / ( 55 169 83 ) , ( 659 523 655 ) / ( 565 661 617 ) , 

nd ( 1 6̄ 13 ) / ( 1 3 14 ) , respectively. The BP orientations of the mea- 

ured and simulated GBs are shown in a stereographic projection 

n Fig. 2 , where the axes of the stereographic projection are aligned 

ith the crystal axes of one of the crystals; The BP normal of 

B-1sim-scan0, GB-1sim-scan1, and GB-2sim-scan0 deviates 0.59 °, 
.69 °, and 2.24 ° from the experimentally measured, respectively. It 

roved impossible to find BP orientation exactly consistent with 

he experiments that had reasonable simulation cell dimensions. 

For the conventional planar bicrystal model, standard methods 

re used to construct a completely planar GB with a single BP in 

 monoclinic simulation cell [ 16 , 17 ]. A minimum energy structure 

s determined from sampling over variations of several GB con- 

truction parameters, i.e. , the relative placement of the two crys- 

als at the GB, BP position, and the allowed proximity of GB atoms. 

ach structure from the set of possibilities is then minimized us- 

ng the conjugate-gradient energy algorithm, after which the over- 

ll minimum energy structure is selected to represent the tar- 

et GB. The aluminum embedded-atom method (EAM) interatomic 

otential developed by Mishin et al. [18] is utilized in LAMMPS 

19] for atomistic simulations here. The minimum energy config- 

rations are illustrated in supplementary Fig. S1. At last, mobili- 

ies are calculated by utilizing the Energy-Conserving Orientational 

ECO) driving force method [ 20 , 21 ]. This method uses an additional

rtificial energy that varies depending on the crystal orientation, 

nducing an energy gradient across the GB, which leads to an ar- 

ificial driving force to the atoms. The force drives GB migration 
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Fig. 2. Equal angle projection of boundary plane normal distributions for the experimentally measured and simulated GBs. (a) GB-1exp/sim-scan0/scan1. (b) GB-2exp/sim- 

scan0. The reference frame for the projection is the crystallographic coordinate system of the recrystallized grain. 

Table 1 

Parameters of the measured and selected grain boundaries. 

GB CSL Rotation axis Rotation angle GB plane normal 

GB-1exp-scan0 [ −0.571 0.182 0.800] 20.3 ° [ −0.858 0.424 0.290] 

GB-1sim-scan0 �405b [ ̄3 1 4 ] 20.64 ° [ 169 83 55 ] 

GB-1exp-scan1 [ −0.571 0.182 0.800] 20.3 ° [- 0 . 626 0 . 569 0 . 534 ] 

GB-1sim-scan1 �405b [ ̄3 1 4 ] 20.64 ° [ 661 617 565 ] 

GB-2exp-scan0 [ −0.529 0.152 0.835] 14.9 ° [ −0.174 −0.981 0.086] 

GB-2sim-scan0 �515b [ ̄3 1 5 ] 14.98 ° [ ̄3 14 1 ] 

Table 2 

Calculated mobilities and activation energies for selected grain 

boundaries. 

GB 

Mobility (m s −1 GPa −1 ) Activation 

energy (eV) 400 K 600 K 800 K 

GB-1sim-scan0 3.34 53.5 181 0.101 

GB-1sim-scan1 2.11 21.7 80.8 0.039 

GB-2sim-scan0 20.8 129 350 0.027 
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nd growth of the grain with the favored orientation. Having the 

agnitude of the driving force ( f ) and the measured GB migra- 

ion velocity ( v ), one can calculate the GB mobility ( M) according 

o v = M × f [22] . 

As the experimental annealing temperature was 335 °C 

608.15 K), the simulations were performed at 400 K, 600 K, and 

00 K for a maximum annealing time of 400 ps. Fig. 3 a–c plot

he average positions as a function of annealing time for GB-1sim- 

can0, GB-1sim-scan1, and GB-2sim-scan0, observing no abnormal 

igration behaviors for either of the boundaries. The mobilities of 

he three simulated GBs are calculated and plotted in an Arrhe- 

ius manner in Fig. 3 d, showing a temperature-dependent trend 

n mobility. The calculated mobility and activation energy values 

re listed in Table 2 . The result suggests that GB-2sim-scan0 has a 

igher migration ability than the two GB-1sim boundaries, which 

s contrary to experimental observations. The activation energy re- 
3 
ults do not provide an apparent contribution to the interpreta- 

ion of observed GB migration behavior either, especially consider- 

ng the fact that there is only a small difference between GB-2sim- 

can0 and GB-1sim-scan1 but a large difference between the two 

B-1sim boundaries. Neither the difference in crystallography nor 

B character, and thus the difference in the intrinsic mobility, can 

xplain why the different segments of the recrystallizing boundary 

n the experiments migrate or don’t migrate. 

One may speculate if the employed GB parameters in the sim- 

lations, especially the BP orientations, are too far from the ex- 

erimental measurements. As there are no suitable misorientations 

r BP orientations in the planar bicrystal model that match better 

he experiments, and as we cannot estimate the uncertainty intro- 

uced by these approximations, we also used a spherical bicrystal 

imulation model to supplement the analysis. 

For the spherical bicrystal model, a periodic block of the matrix 

rain is created with the crystal [100], [010], and [001] directions 

long the reference x, y, and z axes, respectively. The size of the 

lock is set to be 400 Å along each coordinate direction contain- 

ng a total of ∼3.86 million atoms. Next, a spherical region with a 

adius of 190 Å at the center of the simulation domain is rotated 

ntil the two grains satisfy the experimentally measured misori- 

ntation listed in Table 1 . The following procedures: the minimum 

nergy structure searching, thermalization, and GB migration sim- 

lation, are conducted using the same methods as in the conven- 

ional bicrystal model, though it is noted that the final minimum 
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Fig. 3. The average position of the grain boundaries as a function of time at 400 K, 600 K, and 800 K for GB-1sim-scan0 (a), GB-1sim-scan1 (b), and GB-2sim-scan0 (c). (d) 

The mobilities of the simulated boundaries plotted in an Arrhenius manner. 
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D

nergy structure represents the overall minimum energy, not nec- 

ssarily the minimum energy structure for each individual region 

n the surface of the sphere. 

Comparing the two models, the advantages of the spherical 

rain boundary model are: (1) no need to find a specific CSL mis- 

rientation as any misorientation can be easily satisfied, (2) the- 

retically, any oriented boundary segments can be found on the 

pherical interface. A disadvantage is that mobility values cannot 

e resolved with this method, and the migration of any given BP 

rientation is affected by neighboring BP orientations, and thus by 

oundary stiffness. 

Supplementary Fig. S2 depicts the snapshots of GB atoms of dif- 

erent simulation times during annealing of GB-1exp and GB-2exp 

t 600 K, indicating that the interior grains shrink in a similar 

anner in the two cases without significant grain shape changes 

nd no recognizable facet formation. The simulated volume frac- 

ion of the recrystallized grains as a function of annealing time 

or GB-1exp and GB-2exp models is shown in Fig. 4 a. Further- 

ore, we calculated the migration distance of the GB and plot- 

ed the result in a stereographic projection in Fig. 4 b–d and 4e–g 

or GB-1exp and GB-2exp, respectively. The plots enable us to es- 

imate roughly which GBs migrate faster at specific temperatures. 

rom these plots, where the circles and triangles respectively mark 

he target BP orientations at scan0 and scan1, the migration rate 

f GB-2exp-scan0 is predicted to be slightly higher than GB-1exp- 

can0 and GB-1exp-scan1, consistent with the conventional bicrys- 

al model simulation results. 

Previous atomistic simulations [17] have demonstrated that 

hen GBs are constrained, as might occur in polycrystalline net- 

orks, the relative GB mobilities can be significantly altered. The 

rain in the present experiment is isolated in the deformed mi- 

rostructure, so there are no constraints from neighboring grains. 

he individual segments of the boundary surrounding the grain 

ay of course affect the migration of neighoboring segments and 

lso constraints from the surrounding deformed matrix are likely. 

t is however impossible to evaluate possible effects of the latter 

ased on the present data. 

c

i

4 
Based on the present simulations, no correlations between the 

imulated grain boundary migration and the experimentally ob- 

erved heterogeneous boundary migration behavior could be iden- 

ified, either by the bicrystal or the spherical model. Based on the 

xperimental measurements, it was previously established that the 

ocal stored energy differences in the deformation microstructures 

n front of the two boundary segments could not explain the mi- 

ration behavior [14] . Remaining explanations must thus relate di- 

ectly to the deformation microstructures, either via a constraint 

ffect as mentioned above or by preferential growth into deforma- 

ion morphologies with favorably arranged dislocation boundaries 

s suggested in [11] . Also, recent phase-field simulations of recrys- 

allization in idealized deformation microstructures support that 

he morphology of the deformation microstructure, and not only 

he stored energy, is critical in controlling recrystallization [23–25] . 

In summary, the migration of selected grain boundary seg- 

ents, mimicking experimental recrystallization observations, are 

nalyzed by atomistic simulations using two models. The simu- 

ations reveal that the predicted mobility differences would fa- 

or the migration of the boundary segment that is found to be 

tationary in the experiment over the one that actually migrates. 

herefore the mobility difference cannot explain the heterogeneous 

igration behavior observed in the experiment. The previous ex- 

erimental work [14] ruled out that differences in stored energy 

n front of the two boundary segments could be the explanation. 

aken together, we must therefore conclude that for the present 

ase v = M × f is not valid on the local scale when considering 

ecrystallization boundary migration. Other factors related to con- 

traints by dislocation boundaries, or preferential growth relation- 

hips with favorably arranged dislocation boundaries within the 

eformation microstructure, must be of critical importance for re- 

rystallization. 
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Fig. 4. Spherical bicrystal model simulation results showing the grain boundary migration at 600 K of the two measured misorientations. (a) The simulated volume fraction 

of recrystallized grains as a function of annealing time for GB-1exp and GB-2exp. The moving distance of the GB atoms: (b-d) GB-1exp. (e-g) GB-2exp at different times. The 

reference frame for the projection is the crystallographic coordinate system of the recrystallized grains. 
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